Introduction
============

Plants rely on multiple components of defense against microbial pathogens. Despite basal structural and chemical barriers, plant disease resistance is determined by two major classes of immune receptors that recognize appropriate ligands to activate defense ([@msw154-B20]). One class functions in basal defense, comprising pattern recognition receptors at the cell surface of plants, and recognizing conserved pathogen-associated molecular patterns ([@msw154-B37]). A second class functions in elicitor-mediated defenses and comprises receptors that are typically cytoplasmic proteins containing nucleotide-binding site and leucine-rich repeat domains (NBS-LRRs), and detect polymorphic, strain-specific pathogen effectors ([@msw154-B12]). *NBS-LRR* genes encompass the majority of resistance genes (*R*-genes) cloned thus far in plants. Plant NBS-LRR proteins belong to the STAND (signal-transduction ATPases with numerous domains) P-loop ATPases of the AAA+ superfamily ([@msw154-B6]). The central nucleotide-binding domain executes the function of a molecular switch which controls the ATP/ADP-bound state mediating downstream signaling ([@msw154-B50]). The N-terminal coiled-coil (CC) or Toll/Interleukin-1 receptor (TIR) domains are used as signaling hubs which can associate with either cellular targets of effector action or with downstream signaling components ([@msw154-B39]). The C-terminal LRR domains of NBS-LRR proteins are variable in length and form a series of β-sheets with solvent-exposed residues which are believed to interact with specific ligands ([@msw154-B38]; [@msw154-B34]).

Plant *NBS-LRRs* are polymorphic at the population level, varying both in the sequence composition of orthologs and in the overall number of paralogs. The sum of genes encoding *NBS-LRRs* in a host population defines the repertoire for the detection of polymorphic pathogen effectors ([@msw154-B24]). *NBS-LRR* genes display two different patterns of evolution: type I genes are often represented by multiple paralogs in a genome and evolve rapidly with frequent gene conversions, while type II genes often have fewer paralogs and evolve slowly, with rare gene conversion events ([@msw154-B24]). Type II genes are typically highly conserved and their variation may be limited to presence/absence polymorphisms, when compared across different individuals in a population. Most *NBS-LRRs* are organized in genomic clusters ([@msw154-B24]; [@msw154-B32]). The number of *NBS-LRR* genes in different plant genomes varies substantially, from \<100 to \>1,000 ([@msw154-B61]; [@msw154-B59]). Some lineages of *NBS-LRRs* (i.e., *TIR--NBS-LRRs* and *NRG1* homologs) which are highly conserved in dicots are lost in monocots ([@msw154-B52]; [@msw154-B9]). In general, the number of *NBS-LRR* genes is correlated with total number of genes in the genome ([@msw154-B55]). However, there are still numerous exceptions such as the quite low copy number of *NBS-LRRs* in the papaya, cucumber, and watermelon genomes ([@msw154-B28]; [@msw154-B17]). As NBS-LRRs can have fitness costs ([@msw154-B53]) and high expression of *NBS-LRR*s are often lethal to plant cells ([@msw154-B49]), one hypothesis is that a high copy number of *NBS-LRR*s might be disadvantageous, restricting the number of active *NBS-LRR*s in a plant genome ([@msw154-B28]).

There is increasing evidence that small RNAs are involved in regulating plant immunity ([@msw154-B15]). Plant small RNAs are ∼21--24 nucleotide (nt) regulators of gene expression, functioning at the transcriptional or post-transcriptional level in plants. It is well known that antiviral defense involves exogenous virus-derived small RNAs (reviewed in [@msw154-B66]). Recent work has revealed that host endogenous small RNAs (microRNAs and siRNAs) play roles in counteracting pathogens as well. For example, many microRNA families target *NBS-LRR*s ([@msw154-B18]; [@msw154-B62]; [@msw154-B25]; [@msw154-B47]; [@msw154-B59]). MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are generated from single-strand hairpin RNAs which are precisely processed and generate specific functional small RNAs---a duplex that includes the mature miRNA ([@msw154-B4]). Plant miRNAs, typically 21-nt in length, guide Argonaute proteins in a homology-dependent manner, predominantly to slice target mRNAs. Both miRNA and the accessibility of its target site within an mRNA affect the function ([@msw154-B21]; [@msw154-B46]); although an mRNA may have sequence homology to a miRNA, the sequence flanking the target site can play an important role in allowing or restricting access by the miRNA ([@msw154-B13]). MicroRNAs that are 22-nt in length, a somewhat aberrant size mostly resulting from precursors containing an asymmetrical bulge, can trigger the generation of secondary siRNAs from their target mRNAs, produced in a phased pattern ([@msw154-B7]; [@msw154-B10]). As a consequence of this pattern, these secondary siRNAs are known as phasiRNAs. In many plant genomes, large numbers of phasiRNAs are produced from *NBS-LRRs*, the result of 22-nt miRNAs that target conserved, encoded motifs ([@msw154-B62]; [@msw154-B25]; [@msw154-B47]; [@msw154-B14]). Yet the functional importance of small RNAs in *NBS-LRR* gene regulatory networks is still not fully understood. In an attempt to elucidate the benefits of this regulatory system, several recent articles investigate genomic diversity and correlations between miRNAs and *NBS-LRR*s ([@msw154-B17]; [@msw154-B65]). Those analyses focused on a subset of genomes or species. Comprehensive analyses are needed to better understand how the miRNAs targeting *NBS-LRR*s originate and are maintained.

There are three main models for the emergence of new miRNAs in plant genomes. The first model is that a new microRNA is generated from the inverted duplication of a target gene sequence ([@msw154-B2]). The inverted duplication leads to the generation of a perfect complementary stem-loop, which is a substrate for processing by DICER-LIKE 4 (DCL4), yielding a group of 21-nt siRNAs that could regulate homologous genes such as the one from which the sequence was derived. Mutations subsequently accumulating in the stem-loop may disrupt the perfect complementarity, shifting the processing Dicer from DCL4 to DCL1 and simultaneously diminishing the number of small RNA duplexes produced, yielding a new miRNA. In this model, the amplification of a gene family is perhaps more likely to generate a miRNA that targets genes within this gene family. Our recent in spruce study shows that the precursor sequence of a copy of *MIR482* has significant similarity to *NBS-LRR* genes, which indicates that miRNAs targeting *NBS-LRR*s could emerge via this first model ([@msw154-B59]). The second model for the emergence of new miRNAs is that they arise from a serendipitously self-complementarity DNA sequence which by chance is transcribed and is Dicer-processed, yielding a small RNA that interacts with a homologous target; this small RNA--target interaction is fixed and refined through the co-evolution of miRNA sequence and target genes ([@msw154-B16]). In the third model, a preexisting miRNA precursor evolves a new target specificity through co-evolution or perhaps punctuated jumps in sequence diversity, ultimately yielding a new mature miRNA that may bear little resemblance to its progenitor ([@msw154-B58]). In the context of these three models, the origins of many miRNAs now known to target *NBS-LRR* genes have not been fully assessed.

The link between *NBS-LRR*s and their regulation by small RNAs can be traced back to the emergence of gymnosperms, which was perhaps \>100 million years after the origin of *NBS-LRR* genes in early land plants like mosses and spike mosses ([@msw154-B61]; [@msw154-B59]). At least eight families of miRNAs have now been described that are known to target *NBS-LRR*s ([@msw154-B15]). A common attribute among these families is that they target conserved regions, allowing one miRNA to target multiple lineages of *NB-LRR*s; for example, members of the miR482/2118 family target the encoded P-loop region. The presence of these miRNAs from gymnosperms to dicots indicates that these miRNAs originated prior to the emergence of angiosperms ([@msw154-B62]; [@msw154-B47]). Other families of miRNAs targeting *NBS-LRR*s are younger, as evidenced by their presence only in specific plant lineages ([@msw154-B18]; [@msw154-B62]; [@msw154-B25]; [@msw154-B47]; [@msw154-B29]; [@msw154-B41]; [@msw154-B59]). To trace the evolutionary history of *NBS-LRR* genes and the miRNAs that target them, we analyzed the genomes of ∼70 land plants, coupling this analysis with extensive small RNA data, allowing us to characterize the origin of *NBS-LRR*-targeting miRNAs. We show that miRNAs were continuously generated over evolutionary time, with the mature miRNA sequence shaped by interactions with target *NBS-LRR* genes. The results suggest a genomic model of a dynamic relationship between *NBS-LRR* genes and miRNAs, characterized by expansion in *NBS-LRR* copy number, leading to the periodic emergence of miRNAs which might then act to contain potential fitness costs of their *NBS-LRR* progenitors.

Results
=======

NBS-Encoding Genes in 2 of 35 Plant Families Are Significantly Heterogeneous
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We identified genes encoding NBS proteins (hereafter, "*NBS* genes") similar to NBS-LRR disease resistance proteins, using 75 sequenced genomes representing 35 families of plants, including algal genomes, using a Pfam homology search ([supplementary table S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online); a total of 20,571 *NBS* genes were identified, found only in land plants and starting with mosses. These genes were clustered into paralog/ortholog families by orthoMCL ([@msw154-B26]), yielding 311 families ([supplementary tables S2 and S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online), and leaving 4,492 genes as singletons, that is, not included in any of the 311 families. The *NBS* genes were classified into eight different types according to their annotation ([fig. 1](#msw154-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Per genome, we observed that the copy number of *NBS* genes varied dramatically, yet when comparing related species, the proportion of different types of *NBS* genes was relatively similar ([fig. 1](#msw154-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Both the number of *NBS* families (*r*^2 ^=^ ^0.51, *P *=* *3.96 × 10^−12^) and average copy number of genes of each family (*r*^2 ^=^ ^0.55, *P *=* *1.71 × 10^−13^) correlated with the total number of *NBS* genes among different genomes ([supplementary table S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online). Such correlations indicate that the variation in *NBS* copy number among plants might result from a combination of each genome maintaining a diverse set of *NBS* families plus extensive gene duplication within each *NBS* family. In general, numerous *CC-NBS-LRR*s (*CNL*s) were present in all genomes while the *TIR--NBS-LRRs* (*TNLs*) were entirely absent in some lineages ([fig. 1](#msw154-F1){ref-type="fig"}). The loss of *TNLs* in monocots, a major event in plant *R*-gene (*Resistance* gene) evolution ([@msw154-B35]) must have occurred early after the divergence of monocots and eudicots since the early seed plant Amborella still has *TNL*s. We also confirmed the independent loss of *TNLs* in the eudicot *Mimulus*, as previously described ([@msw154-B9]). Finally, we noted a wide variation in the proportion of *TNLs* (of all *NBS-LRRs*) across eudicot genomes, varying from 0.55% to 54.17% ([fig. 1](#msw154-F1){ref-type="fig"}, [supplementary table S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online). Fig. 1.Variation in copy number and composition of *NBS* genes in 75 plant genomes. The four bar charts, from left to right, represent for each genome the proportion of different types of *NBS* genes, the total number or count of *NBS* genes, the number of *NBS* families and convergent/divergent *NBS* pairs. The black boxes signify that total number of *NBS* families in the Poaceae and the number of heterogeneous pairs of *NBS* genes in the Poaceae and Brassicaceae is much higher than those in other genomes. In the chart for gene pairs, missing data are denoted with an "X" mark and is due to short genomic assemblies or the lack of a usable or complete gene annotation file.

We next assessed the diversity of *NBS* genes in each genome, speculating that there may be a relationship between *NBS* gene diversity and pathogen resistance. Our measurement of diversity was simply the total number of *NBS* families (the paralog/ortholog families from orthoMCL, mentioned above), a quantification of the heterogeneity of encoded NBS-containing proteins in each genome. Across the land plants, we observed an average of ∼29 distinct *NBS* families encoded per genome (28.8 ± 1.51). The Poaceae stood out for their 'global' composition of *NBS* genes, as the total number of *NBS* families encoded per genome was significantly higher than other plant families (61.5 ± 4.18; *t*-test, *P *\<1 × 10^−8^) ([fig. 1](#msw154-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Next, within each of a subset of genomes (noted in [fig. 1](#msw154-F1){ref-type="fig"}), we analyzed the clustering patterns of *NBS* genes since the organization of *NBS* genes in clusters on chromosomes is a common feature of their organization ([@msw154-B36]). The heterogeneity in each cluster was also measured by calculating the number of *NBS* families within a cluster (defined in the Materials and Methods); a heterogeneous *NBS* cluster contained *NBS* genes from different families, while a homogeneous cluster contained *NBS* genes only from one family. Comparing among different plant families, the proportion of heterogeneous versus homogeneous clusters was quite similar ([supplementary table S5](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online). We next examined *NBS* gene pairs, immediately adjacent in a genome, focusing specifically on those in a convergent (or facing, →←) and divergent (or opposite, ←→) transcription orientation, because for such gene pairs the expression is often correlated ([@msw154-B23]). The proportion of *NBS* gene pairs found in a divergent orientation was much higher than those in a convergent orientation (71.3% divergent, 273/383). Finally, we looked at the heterogeneity of the pairs; heterogeneous pairs of *NBS* genes are often co-transcribed and function together to confer resistance ([@msw154-B57]; [@msw154-B45]). In two plant families, the Poaceae (13.67 ± 3.55) and the Brassicaceae (14.23 ± 2.66), the number of heterogeneous convergent or divergent pairs of *NBS* genes was significantly higher than those in other genomes (4.5 ± 0.74) (*t*-test, *P*~ ~\<1 × 10^−3^) ([fig. 1](#msw154-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, most plant families were relatively similar in their genomic arrangement of *NBS* genes, yet the Brassicaceae and Poaceae both stood out for essentially 'local' arrangements (heterogeneous *NBS* gene pairs).

To further examine genomic heterogeneity in NBS-encoding genes, we analyzed in each species two aspects of *NBS* gene family variation: (1) the presence/absence of different families, and (2) variation in copy number within each family ([supplementary table S6](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online). The *NBS* families were designated with numbers from 1 to 311 according to the rank order of the number of genes in each family; *R* genes of known function were assigned to these families using BLAST and one was used as a reference gene name for the matched family ([supplementary table S7](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online). Intriguingly, *NBS* genes from the 30 largest families (most duplicated) comprised 59.9% of our dataset; the gene copy number in the other 281 families was substantially lower ([fig. 2A](#msw154-F2){ref-type="fig"}). This indicates that the genes in these 30 families are highly duplicated. The level of duplication within each family was variable across species. We next evaluated the preservation of *NBS* families by determining the number of species containing genes from that family. We found that, generally, the preservation of *NBS* sequences was poor since only 38 families were found both in eudicots and monocots. More importantly, the size of *NBS* families was not related to their preservation. This was true at both ends of the spectrum; for example, the two largest families (\#1, *N-*gene, and \#2, *Form-2*) are restricted in certain lineages. They are likely to encode immune receptors for which duplication might be beneficial by increasing resistance to more pathogens. In contrast, the two most-conserved *NBS* families (\#25, ADR1 and \#4, RPM1) were both relatively low copy in plant genomes, particularly in comparison to the families named *N-*gene and *Form-2*. In the Poaceae and Brassicaceae, the highly duplicated *N-*gene and *Form-2* NBS families were either absent or found in very low numbers ([supplementary table S6](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online); coupled with the relatively high level of heterogeneity in the *NBS* genes, these are clearly unusual plant families. Fig. 2.Highly duplicated *NBS* genes targeted by miRNAs. (*A*) Count of genes in each *NBS* family; the complete data are in [supplementary table S6](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online. Families \#1--\#30 are labeled in red to indicate their high level of duplication (exceeding a threshold of 110 copies). (*B*) The correlation between miRNAs that target *NBS* genes and the average count of genes (per *NBS* family). The five categories are as follows: (red) those having at least one validated miRNA target (this is the strongest category); (brown, orange, yellow, respectively) those with at least one predicted miRNA targeting with the best alignment score ≤2, 3, 4; or (grey) no miRNA targeting (including poor miRNA--*NBS* interactions). (*C*) The 30 largest families of *NBS* genes (at top) measured across 20 representative plant genomes, as indicated at left. The number in each block indicates the count of *NBS* genes from a given family in a particular species. The colored blocks use the same colors as in panel B to denote the best alignment score between miRNAs and *NBS* target sequences; a lack of color indicates that no predicted target at or below the threshold score of 4. The references for each family are the BLAST hits of functional *R* genes ([supplementary table S7](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online). Brassicaceae and Poaceae species in the left column were highlighted in green and brown.

Highly Duplicated *NBS* Genes Are Typically Targeted by miRNAs
--------------------------------------------------------------

Previous reports suggested that miRNAs may preferentially target duplicated *NBS-LRRs* ([@msw154-B17]; [@msw154-B54]), particularly those that are tandemly duplicated ([@msw154-B64]). One of these reports proposed that plant genomes encoding a large number of *NBS-LRR*s are also those having *NBS-LRR-*targeting miRNAs in eudicots ([@msw154-B17]). Another report evaluated the relationships between miRNA targeting and functional diversity of the *NBS-LRR* repertoire in the Solanaceae ([@msw154-B54]). These analyses assessed limited numbers of miRNAs and species. Therefore, we sought to build on this study by integrating data on the duplication of *NBS* gene families, to examine the larger number of plant genomes available today, and to include a more extensive set of miRNAs. To achieve this, of the original 70 land plants for which we examined the NBS-encoding genes, we focused on 20 representative land plants with sequenced genomes and good small RNA data ([fig. 2](#msw154-F2){ref-type="fig"}). For the 20 genomes, we analyzed miRNAs from miRBase or prior publications ([supplementary data S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online); the subset of miRNAs predicted to target *NBS* genes was identified by calculating the miRNA-target alignment score (using TargetFinder) and flanking sequence accessibility (using RNAup; see Materials and Methods for the criteria). Finally, 2,811 pairs of miRNA--*NBS* interactions were identified using a matching score cut-off ≤ 4, among which 1,645 pairs were regarded as poor since their target accessibility is \>−20 kcal/mol (this cut-off was based on a prior study, [@msw154-B46]) ([supplementary table S8](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online). We found a negative correlation between the matching score and flanking sequence accessibility (*r*^2 ^=^ ^0.14, *P *=* *3.22 × 10^−96^), which indicates that both components of the interaction (targeting and accessibility) have co-evolved. The cleavage of target sites was validated by PARE data or the presence of phasiRNAs (an outcome characteristic of 22-nt miRNA-guided target slicing) in *Arabidopsis*, *Medicago*, soybean, tomato, *Brachypodium* and spruce ([supplementary table S8](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [supplementary data S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online). The complete set of NBS families was then classified into five categories based on the strength of target prediction and validation ([fig. 2B](#msw154-F2){ref-type="fig"}). We plotted these categories compared with the count of gene copies for all NBS families; we observed a strong relationship between the number of *NBS* genes and miRNA targeting, as previously described ([@msw154-B54]), with the most robust miRNA--*NBS* interactions (i.e., those validated, previously or by us), having the highest average copy number per gene family ([fig. 2B](#msw154-F2){ref-type="fig"}).

We individually investigated the miRNA--*NBS* interactions for each plant species, using the 30 largest *NBS* families (\#1--30; [fig. 2C](#msw154-F2){ref-type="fig"}). In general, we observed that within a family, for *NBS* genes highly amplified in a genome, there is a high probability that those genes are targeted by miRNAs. For example, genes in families \#1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16 and others are widely targeted by miR482 (but not in the Brassicaceae and Poaceae). In fact, our conclusion is strongly influenced by miR482, a large and complex family of miRNAs ([@msw154-B47]; [@msw154-B17]) present in most of the genomes we examined. Excluding miR482, many highly duplicated *NBS*s are targeted by lineage-specific miRNAs. For example, the ADR1 homologs (family \#25) are the most well-retained among different species, are present in only a few copies (one to five copies) in most plant genomes, and are rarely targeted by a miRNA. However, in spruce, there are 31 *ADR1* homologs; miR3693, a miRNA found thus far only in spruce, was predicted to target this set of genes ([@msw154-B59]). For the Poaceae and Brassicaceae, the two plant families described above as having unusual characteristics, represented the same case: for highly amplified *NBS* families, we typically observed an association with a lineage-specific miRNA that targets it. For example, in the Brassicaceae, although families \#1--5 are duplicated inefficiently (i.e., present in low copy numbers) in *Arabidopsis* and *Brassica* and have no targeting miRNAs, families \#6 and \#7 which are highly duplicated yet are targeted by miR472 (\#6), and miR825 & miR1885 (both target \#7). In the Poaceae, there are at least two validated miRNAs targeting high-copy number *NBS-LRR*s: *Brachypodium*-specific miR5163 targets *NBS* genes from family \#11, triggering secondary phasiRNAs, and the wheat-specific miR9863 targets family \#3 ([@msw154-B29]). Possibly the Brassicaceae and Poaceae rarely have miRNAs targeting their *NBS-LRR* genes ([@msw154-B14]) because the large, duplicated gene families widely targeted by miR482 are poorly amplified in these two unusual plant families.

The Evolutionary Origins of miRNAs from *NBS* Genes Supports a Model of Convergent Evolution
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next investigated the models that describe how miRNAs might emerge over evolutionary time. As described above, there are three models: (1) from the inverted duplication of a target gene sequence, (2) from a serendipitously self-complementarity DNA sequence which by chance is transcribed and is Dicer-processed, (3) from divergence of a preexisting miRNA precursor. The correlation between miRNA targeting and highly duplicated homogeneous *NBS* genes suggests that *NBS--LRR*-targeting miRNAs might emerge via the inverted duplication of a target gene sequence. To test this hypothesis, the hairpin sequence of each miRNA was used to search via BLASTN the full dataset of *NBS* genes for matches, using an *e*-value cutoff of \<10^−5^. This identified miRNA precursors with extended similarity (beyond the mature miRNA sequence) to *NBS* genes, including *MIR472*, *MIR825*, *MIR1885*, *MIR6025*, *MIR1510*, *MIR2089*, *MIR5163*, and *MIR9863* ([supplementary table S9](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online)*.* We cross-checked the result by BLASTN against all genes in Genbank, and the top-matched genes were consistent (data not shown). An inspection of a subset of these miRNAs illustrates this match ([fig. 3A](#msw154-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Intriguingly, these miRNA precursors matched genes in the same NBS family with their best target genes. For example, in *Arabidopsis* *lyrata*, miR472 and miR825 target genes from families \#6 and \#7, respectively; the best hit of the 5′ arm of aly-*MIR472* is *siri\|NBS0045* and 3′ arm is *alyr\|NBS0176* (*NBS* identifiers are listed in [supplementary table S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online), which are also from family \#6. Similarly, the best hits for the 5′ and 3′ arms of aly-*MIR825* were *brap\|NBS0179* and *fves\|NBS0079*, respectively---both from family \#7. In addition, the inverted repeat elements around *NBS-LRR* loci from the apple, cotton, *Medicago* and tomato genomes were identified, to seek evolutionary intermediates in transition from inverted pairs of genes to miRNAs. We identified 15, 6, 16, and 7 *NBS* genes, respectively, containing at least one inverted repeat covering their exons. Among the inverted repeats, six were located at the junction of two convergent or divergent pairs of *NBS-LRR* genes. These inverted repeats can form good fold-back structures, which could be both potential siRNA loci and recently-emerged precursors for miRNA genes ([fig. 3D](#msw154-F3){ref-type="fig"}, [supplementary data S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online). We interpreted this result to mean that these miRNAs originated from specific 'parental' *NBS* genes, and, due to sequence similarity, targeted their relatives. Fig. 3.Convergent evolution of miRNA-targeting *NBS-LRRs*. (*A*) Some miRNA precursors have extended similarity with *NBS* genes beyond miRNAs. The red highlighted sequence represents a miRNA precursor with a best BLAST hit to an *NBS* gene. The number above the hairpin is the *e*-value of the best BLAST hit. (*B*) MicroRNAs continuously emerged during the evolution of higher plants and target encoded, conserved motifs of NBS proteins. The boxes represent the birth of a miRNA during the differentiation of plant ancestors, as determined from the earliest lineage in which it was identified. Boxes with a black outline indicate miRNAs with evidence of origination from an inverted repeat of an *NBS* gene. Red, blue, orange, and green miRNAs target the encoded P-loop, TIR, Kinase-2, or MHDV motif of *NBS* genes, respectively. The asterisk for spruce indicates many diverse miRNAs target *NBS-LRR*s ([@msw154-B59]). All the red identifiers indicate separate origins of miRNAs that target the same P-loop-encoding region of *NBS-LRRs*. (*C*) Alignment of reverse-complement of the sequence of miRNAs targeting *NBS* genes, indicating their target sites around the encoded P-loop motif (the amino acids for this are shown at the bottom). (*D*) Above, a potential siRNA-producing locus formed by two inverted repeats of a homogeneous *NBS-LRR* gene pair. The red and blue bars indicate two annotated *NBS* genes as a convergent pair in the cotton genome. The orange box indicates a predicted inverted repeat. The small dots illustrate 21--24-nt small RNAs in the region (according to the legend in the upper right). Below, the MFE secondary structure of the inverted repeat was predicted by RNAfold.

The presence/absence of *NBS*-targeting miRNAs across a phylogeny of plants was examined to characterize the time points at which miRNAs emerged. The miR482/2118 superfamily is exceptional, as it is clearly the most ancient of these miRNAs, probably generated during the emergence of seed plants ([fig. 3B](#msw154-F3){ref-type="fig"}). While our analysis has constraints in terms of resolution, it appears that all other miRNAs evolved during the divergence of a specific plant family or species ([fig. 3B](#msw154-F3){ref-type="fig"}). For example, miR472, miR825, and miR1885 are apparently specific to the Brassicaceae; miR1507, miR1510, miR2089, and miR5213 to the Fabaceae; miR6024, miR6025, miR6026, miR6027, and miR5300 to the Solanaceae. Spruce stands out for the large number of apparently lineage-specific miRNAs targeting *NBS-LRRs* ([@msw154-B59]). Across all examined plant species, conserved sequences within the *NBS* genes were the typical targets of these miRNAs, encoding motifs such as the P-loop, TIR, Kinase-2 and MHDV, consistent with prior observations from individual species ([@msw154-B14]). Among the encoded motifs, the P-loop was predominant, the target of miRNAs that include miR6024, miR6026, miR1510, miR2089, miR5300, miR472, miR482, and miR2118 ([fig. 3C](#msw154-F3){ref-type="fig"}). This is quite remarkable because these miRNAs that share a common target site evolved at quite different times and in different lineages, as indicated in [figure 3B](#msw154-F3){ref-type="fig"}. We observed that even miRNAs with closely related mature sequences could emerge over a broad evolutionary time period, in divergent species ([fig. 3C](#msw154-F3){ref-type="fig"}). The best example is miR472, considered to be part of an ancient family that includes miR482 and miR2118 ([@msw154-B47]; [@msw154-B17]; [@msw154-B59]). However, miR472 clearly evolved recently since its backbone still has a high degree of similarity to *NBS* genes ([supplementary table S9](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online), while other miR482/2118 superfamily members demonstrated no similarity to *NBS* genes (outside of the mature miRNA sequence). Though these miRNA families targeting *NBS-LRRs* are continuously generated over millions of years, the process by which they emerged is consistent (via inverted duplication of target sequences). That these miRNA families have distinct, lineage-specific origins yet in many cases target the same encoded motif (i.e., [fig. 3C](#msw154-F3){ref-type="fig"}) is perhaps indicative of convergent evolution.

Amino Acid Diversity of the P-Loop Is a Major Force Driving the Evolution of the miRNA--Target Interactions
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The relationship between the encoded P-loop of *NBS* genes and miRNAs is unique, with a complex interplay between conservation and the diversification of nucleotides and amino acids. We next assessed the relative influence of the protein versus miRNA targeting during evolution at this site. In other words, we asked how the interaction between a miRNA and its target site is maintained over 400 million years of evolution, asking in particular the direction or balance of the selective forces acting on the encoded protein sequence versus on the miRNA target site. The focus of our investigation was the most ancient interaction: that of miR482/2118 and its target, the encoded P-loop motif of *NBS* genes. The input data for this analysis was the same set of 20,571 *NBS* genes from the 70 plant genomes; for the P-loop motif encoded by each gene, we extracted the seven amino acids that form the core of the motif and are encoded by the target site of the miR482/2118 family. We observed a small number of major variants of the seven amino acids in the P-loop core, but with substantial variation in genic frequency of these variants among plant families ([supplementary table S10](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online). In most eudicots, the encoded P-loop core in the *NBS* genes was frequently GMGGIGK or GMGGVGK, but in some Brassicaceae species, the most frequent P-loop core was one not common in other eudicots, GPAGIGK ([supplementary table S10](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online). In monocots, the most frequent P-loop core was GFGGLGK or GMGGLGK ([supplementary fig. S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online). The *NBS* genes with encoded P-loops of GMGG\[V/I\]G (i.e., the eudicot type) are preferentially targeted by miR482/2118; an alignment of many members of this family in eudicots, reverse complemented and translated, showed a very high degree of conservation ([supplementary fig. S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online). This variation across plant families of the types of P-loop core sequences and in miRNA target preferences led us to ask which might have played a stronger role in driving selection.

To determine the directionality of evolution at P-loop core site, that is, whether selection is driven by either the protein or the miRNA, or is bidirectional and balanced, we first addressed the possibility of selection driven by the miRNA that could influence the nucleotide diversity at the core of the P-loop. If the miRNA predominates in evolution and thus constrains diversity at its target site, we might expect a reduced level of synonymous substitutions in the encoded P-loop (nucleotide changes that do not alter the encoded amino acid). We compared other species with Poaceae and Brassicaceae, knowing that they generally lack targeting of *NBS* genes by miR482/2118 (see above). For all families, we calculated the proportion of synonymous (*P*~s~) and nonsynonymous (*P*~n~) substitutions at the encoded P-loop core. There was no significant difference among plant families in the proportion of synonymous substitutions ([supplementary fig. S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) and table S11, [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online). Therefore, miRNAs may not strongly influence P-loop nucleotide diversity. However, while the proportion of non-synonymous substitutions did not vary substantially in most families, we observed a notably higher level (*t*-test, *P*~ ~\<0.01) at the encoded P-loop core of the Poaceae (0.2936 ± 0.0079) and the Brassicaceae (0.2726 ± 0.0069) relative to other plant families (0.2382 ± 0.0062) ([supplementary fig. S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) and table S11, [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online). This higher level of diversity at the P-loop core (i.e., non-synonymous substitutions) is perhaps a direct result of the relatively higher heterogeneity of *NBS* genes in these two plant families that we described above, rather than the absence of miRNA targeting. Another line of evidence suggesting that the miRNA targeting is not strongly driving evolution of the protein resulted from our analysis of the accessibility of the miR482/2118 target sites at the encoded P-loop core. We observed that the accessibility of this target site in *NBS* genes was frequently quite low (\>−20 kcal/mol) ([supplementary fig. S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online). This pattern is the same for other families of miRNAs targeting *NBS* genes ([supplementary fig. S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online), indicative of relaxed selection of the target site by the miRNA, resulting in the frequent loss and gain of target accessibility. In conclusion, in eudicots, there might be no or low selection driven by the miRNA that could influence the nucleotide diversity at the core of the P-loop.

We next addressed the possibility of selection driven by the NBS protein, directing sequence diversification among nucleotides encoding the P-loop core more strongly than the selection pressure of miRNAs that target the same site. This analysis of miRNA sequences was performed relative to the codons in the encoded P-loop at the target sites; we hypothesized that if the miRNA diversity reflected codon degeneracy, then the miRNAs likely diversified to regulate a broad range of NBS-encoding genes. Alternatively, if there was little evidence of codon degeneracy in the miRNA alignments, this may indicate that target diversification was constrained by the interactions with the miRNAs. In total, 75 copies of miR482/2118 were aligned, divided into three subgroups: those from eudicots, in which these miRNAs are known to target only *NBS* genes; those from the Poaceae, in which these miRNAs largely target long, non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) ([@msw154-B19]; [@msw154-B63]); and those from spruce, a gymnosperm in which these miRNAs target both *NBS* genes and lncRNAs ([@msw154-B59]). Within these alignments, we assessed the nucleotide diversity among the family members, relative to target sequence codons ([fig. 4A](#msw154-F4){ref-type="fig"}). For the eudicot copies, across the entire alignment, almost all the diversity corresponded to the third position of the target site codons ([fig. 4A](#msw154-F4){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, in the alignment of the Poaceae miRNAs, a much weaker periodic pattern was observed for the third codon position in the targets ([fig. 4A](#msw154-F4){ref-type="fig"}); this is notable because of the predominance of lncRNA targets in the Poaceae. The pattern in spruce was more consistent with eudicots. We also examined two recently-emerged miRNAs to assess how their diversity was shaped by their co-evolution with *NBS* targets. We examined miR1507 and miR6024, which are miRNAs found only in the Fabaceae and Solanaceae, respectively, that are distinct from the miR482/2118 family ([@msw154-B62]; [@msw154-B25]). Analyzed as above for miR482/2118 (i.e., relative to the target codons), while there were few positions that showed much diversity, the diversity that we observed was concentrated at third codon positions in the target sites ([fig. 4B](#msw154-F4){ref-type="fig"}). We concluded that for the *NBS--*miRNA interactions of the eudicots, the high level of conservation in the miRNAs matching with the first two positions of each codon, and the diversity in the third position, are consistent with selection acting more strongly at the amino acid level (i.e., the P-loop), with miRNAs diversifying to target the broadest range of more-constrained, protein-encoding targets. Fig. 4.Selection from target site to miRNA. (*A*) The diversity of miRNAs targeting *NBS* genes, measured in codon-based increments. The sequence logo presents the alignment of miRNA sequences in the miR482/2118 family. The "N = \#" entries describe the number of sequences used in each alignment. The red nucleotides are in the third position of codons at the target site, with the numbers above in grey indicating these target sequence codon positions. The red arrowheads indicate the positions that both show diversity and match the third position of a codon in the encoded P-loop sequence. (*B*) Two example miRNAs that were selected because they are lineage-specific and presumably recently evolved, yet are distinct from the miR482/2118 family. With the exception of 5′ and 3′ nucleotides, diversity occurs in the third codon position.

Discussion
==========

The evolution of disease resistance has been a topic of interest in the eras of both classical and molecular genetics. Approximately 20 years ago, the first *NBS-LRR* gene was cloned ([@msw154-B56]), with many functional *R* genes identified since that time. These genes were subsequently studied for their diversity and evolutionary rates. The first miRNA targeting *NBS*-*LRR* genes that was identified was miR472, reported in *Arabidopsis* ([@msw154-B31]); since 2006, numerous other miRNAs targeting *NBS-LRRs* have been described ([@msw154-B15]). In our study, we examined the connection between *NBS-LRRs* and the miRNAs that target them, working with 70 available land plant genomes. It is possible that the miRNA targets and gene count in these species might be affected by (1) the completeness and accuracy of the genome sequences, and (2) using miRBase as the main miRNA dataset resource; yet, our conclusions were based mainly on well-described gene families and validated miRNAs, supported by the large-scale genomic analysis. The data were consistent with the same primary points: both the miRNAs and *NBS* genes are highly dynamic genomic elements, as evidenced by the diversity of *NBS* genes, the emergence of new miRNAs that target these genes, and the demonstration that the forces of selection shaping these genes have been complex.

Expansion, Diversification, and Preservation of Plant *NBS-LRR*s over Deep Evolutionary Time
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*NBS-LRR*s apparently originated with mosses, and diversified in the seed plants ([@msw154-B61]). Among different plant species, we observed that different *NBS-LRR* families expanded, seemingly independently, yet presumably driven by the distinct pathogen pressure faced by each species; this led to substantial variation in the size of different *NBS-LRR* families across species. This variation in copy number likely results from selection to maintain a diverse set of *NBS-LRR* families coupled with duplication and divergence within each *NBS-LRR* family---in both cases, this diversification yields distinct and advantageous resistance specificities. From our analysis of both presence/absence polymorphisms and the variation in copy number of *NBS-LRR* families, we can discern three evolutionary paths for *NBS-LRR* genes ([fig. 5A](#msw154-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Focusing on *NBS-LRR* family evolution and setting aside the discussion of miRNA emergence: the first path is that an *NBS* gene stays as a single or low-copy gene, or it may be lost from the genome; a second path is the direct duplication of that *NBS-LRR* gene, forming potentially complex families; the third pathway is significant diversification of some *NBS-LRRs*, yielding new *NBS-LRR* families ([fig. 5A](#msw154-F5){ref-type="fig"}). All three paths may be utilized in a given genome, for different families of *NBS-LRR* genes, and a relatively high heterogeneity of *NBS-LRR* genes may be indicative of a greater utilization of the third path. We observed variation in the level of heterogeneity of *NBS-LRRs* among different plant families, with the highest level in the Poaceae ([fig. 1](#msw154-F1){ref-type="fig"}); the reason for this distinction remains unclear, perhaps resulting from a higher rate of diversification of the *NBS-LRR* families (i.e., the third path). Fig. 5.Co-evolutionary model of plant NBS-LRR-encoding genes and miRNAs. (*A*) *NBS-LRR* genes may have evolved via three paths, related to their copy number and diversity. (1) Some *NBS* genes endure over evolutionary time as a single copy (or in low numbers), and their allelic diversity may be limited to presence/absence variation (the deleted copy denoted by the X-marked gene at the right). (2) Direct duplication of *NBS-LRR* genes can form complex clusters, and larger families of related genes at a genome scale. Highly duplicated *NBS-LRR* genes may have a higher probability to generate a new microRNA via localized genomic rearrangements; these miRNAs can then target and regulate the family of *NBS-LRR* genes from which they are derived. The dashed line indicates two adjacent *NBS-LRR* genes; a related pair in an inverted tandem duplication, with small genomic rearrangements, could yield a miRNA-like inverted repeat, whereas a heterogeneous pair (two distantly related *NBS-LRR* genes---indicated below) in the same formation are unlikely to yield a miRNA-like precursor, and thus may ultimately fail to evolve miRNA regulation. The encoded, conserved P-loop motif plays a central role in maintaining the relationship between the emergent miRNAs and their target *NBS-LRR* genes. (3) Some duplicated *NBS-LRR* genes may diversify extensively, emerging as distinct individual or families of *NBS-LRR* genes. These *NBS-LRR* genes may re-initiate the cycle of divergence, as indicated by the thin arrow back to the starting point. (B) We examined the relationship between *NBS-LRR* diversification and the miRNA--target interactions. We asked whether the dominant component of the relationship is (at left) the function of the protein, and therefore the constraints on gene diversification are imposed by the protein function, or by (at right) the miRNA that targets *NBS-LRR* genes, frequently at the P-loop encoding sequences. Our data indicate that protein function is a strong force (red arrow) that is directing diversification of miRNAs; it is still unclear how strongly miRNAs constrain diversification of the proteins encoded by their *NBS-LRR* gene targets.

Despite this heterogeneity, some *NBS-LRRs* are highly retained across different species, including gene families that may have evolved via the first two paths in our model. For example, the two most-conserved *NBS-LRR* families in our analysis were those encoding ADR1 and RPM1. ADR1 belongs to a special lineage of CNLs, RPW8-NBS-LRRs (RNLs), in which the N terminus contains an RPW8-like domain ([@msw154-B9]). ADR1 functions as a helper protein for other NBS-LRRs ([@msw154-B6]) and it can increase tolerance to abiotic stress ([@msw154-B8]). Our data show that the ADR1 family largely evolved via the first path, as a low-copy gene, except in the spruce genome. RPM1 functions to monitor the stability of RIN4 ([@msw154-B33]), and its homologs were also present in both eudicots and monocots. The RPM1 family followed either the first or second paths in different plant families. The preservation of both the ADR1 and RPM1 families might be related to their functions, perhaps as key interacting "hubs" in the plant resistance gene signaling network.

Tandem duplication events, important for the second and third paths by which we envision *NBS-LRRs* evolve, are a major contributor to the expansion of a *NBS-LRR* families. These events are evident in the remarkably large clusters occasionally observed in some genomes, such as the 30+ *NBS-LRR* copies in the lettuce *Dm3* locus ([@msw154-B36]; [@msw154-B24]). Direct tandem duplications may facilitate unequal crossing-over and family expansion ([@msw154-B32]), whereas heterogeneous clusters may be less likely to recombine. Some clusters of *NBS-LRR* genes are comprised of a special arrangement, as heterogeneous pairs in a divergent orientation ([@msw154-B67]); these pairs have turned out to have functional importance because in some cases, they define pairs of proteins that function together to confer resistance ([@msw154-B57]; [@msw154-B45]). We found that in the Poaceae and Brassicaceae, the number of heterogeneous *NBS-LRR* pairs is significantly higher than in other plant families.

The Evolutionary Tension and Balance of *NBS-LRR* Genes and the miRNAs That Target Them
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

miRNAs targeting *NBS-LRR* genes are frequently generated *de novo* from highly duplicated *NBS-LRR* genes. The targets of these miRNAs are, of course, their genic progenitors. Thus, the spontaneous generation of miRNAs might be driven by the expansion of *NBS-LRR* genes. Tandem duplication is a common mechanism by which *NBS-LRR* gene clusters expand ([@msw154-B36]); a localized rearrangement within such a cluster would yield a convergent or divergent pair. The classical model of miRNA emergence is that unknown genetic mechanisms could form an inverted repeat (a hairpin structure), the precursor to an miRNA ([@msw154-B2]). In the case of *NBS-LRRs*, we believe that inverted repeats are formed via unequal crossing over within clusters of these genes. The abundance of miRNAs targeting *NBS-LRRs* found across plant genomes supports several possible reasons that *NBS-LRRs* are exceptional sources of miRNAs: (1) they are frequently found as convergent or divergent pairs, so a relatively small rearrangement could form an inverted repeat; (2) there are many *NBS-LRRs* in plant genomes, creating many opportunities for rearrangements; (3) high conservation of the DNA sequence that encodes the P-loop means that even a rearrangement involving two very diverse *NBS-LRRs* could yield a short stem-loop structure. We observed a relationship between the emergence of new miRNAs and their regulation of the very genes from which they were derived; this represents a sort of evolutionary feedback loop ([fig. 5A](#msw154-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Particularly notable was our observation that multiple miRNAs have emerged independently, in often quite distinct plant lineages, and target the same encoded protein motif ([fig. 3B](#msw154-F3){ref-type="fig"}). This seems a clear case of convergent evolution, not previously described for plant miRNAs. However, duplication and subsequent divergence of a pre-existing miRNA precursor can also explain the fact that most miRNA target the P-loop, considering the ancient miR482/2118 family ([@msw154-B54]). At this point, it appears that the extent of the evolutionary relationship between miRNAs and *NBS-LRRs* is complex and dynamic ([@msw154-B54]), perhaps more than any other miRNA--target pair in plants, although aspects of this complexity can be seen in miRNAs and genic targets that encode MYB transcription factors, F-box proteins, and PPRs ([@msw154-B14]; [@msw154-B59])

Though it is hypothesized that in the long term, miRNAs balance the benefits and costs of the duplication and diversification of *NBS-LRRs*, our results indicate that miRNAs may emerge in parallel to the expansion of *NBS-LRR* genes in a given plant lineage. There are genomic mechanisms by which the functional copies of *NBS-LRRs* can be minimized to reduce the "cost" of these genes ([@msw154-B53]). For example, a loss of function (i.e. pseudogenization) or expression would significantly reduce the genomic pool of active *NBS-LRRs*. Given that these miRNAs might not be critical or essential to plant survival ([@msw154-B5]) and there is no strong selection acting on the sites for miRNAs, why then has the evolution of plant genomes independently and consistently resulted in miRNAs that regulate *NBS-LRRs*? miRNAs are a particularly powerful mechanism by which to modulate the transcript abundance of families of duplicated *NBS-LRRs*---one miRNA can function efficiently to regulate many *NBS-LRRs*, particularly when they target conserved motifs, functioning as 'master regulators' as in the case of the five Medicago miRNAs that target \>100 *NBS-LRRs* ([@msw154-B62]). It takes relatively few evolutionary events to yield a miRNA that regulates numerous targets, making it more "economical" to achieve a broad effect on the complement of active *NBS-LRRs* in a genome than the optimization of regulatory sequences across many genes (like promoters), or the large-scale accumulation of simple mutations (like pseudogenization).

Considering that miRNAs are a very efficient way to regulate duplicated *NBS-LRRs* as a group, from an evolutionary perspective, we might expect selection to drive the continual emergence of miRNAs that target *NBS-LRRs*. With this regulation taking place by varied miRNAs, there would be fewer constraints on the diversity of P-loop-encoding sequences. Indeed, this is what we observed: in eudicots, there was scant evidence for selection driven by the miRNA when we examined (1) the nucleotide diversity at the core of the P-loop, (2) the accessibility of the miR482/2118 target sites, and (3) the proportion of non-synonymous substitutions. Instead, by examining how miRNAs varied at positions corresponding to their translated targets mRNAs, we found that the third position of the codon was highly variable in the miRNAs, indicating that these miRNAs have diversified to keep pace with their protein-coding targets. Intriguingly, one unexpected finding from our work was that the Brassicaceae and Poaceae are unusual families, as their genomes essentially lack the widespread targeting of *NBS-LRRs* by miR482/2118, and these families are distinguished by other characteristics of their *NBS-LRR*s. Thus, with the exception of these two unusual families, our data indicate that NBS-LRR protein function spurs miRNA diversification; however, it is less clear the extent to which miRNA--target pairing restricts NBS-LRR diversification---a topic for future investigation ([fig. 5B](#msw154-F5){ref-type="fig"}).

Materials and Methods
=====================

Identification of Paralog/Ortholog Groups of Plant NBS-Encoding Genes
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The genome sequences and the annotations of 75 plants were downloaded from Phytozome (<http://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/>, v10, last accessed August 7, 2016) and other plant genome website ([supplementary table S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) online). The annotated proteins of each genome were searched against a model of the NBS domain (Pfam PF00931) to identify NBS-encoding candidates by hmmer3.0 (<http://hmmer.janelia.org/>, last accessed August 7, 2016) with an *E*-value cut-off of 10^−4^ ([@msw154-B61]). "NBS" most frequently means a portion of an NBS-LRR protein; we used "NBS" when presenting the data in the results and "NBS-LRR" to refer to the full protein when discussing their function and evolution. All the NBS-encoding candidates were searched against themselves using BLASTP with an *E*-value cut-off of 10^−5^ and then clustered into groups according to their pairwise normalized score using orthoMCL with default parameters ([@msw154-B26]). The proteins of each group were re-annotated by NLR-parser ([@msw154-B48]) and Interproscan ([@msw154-B42]) to obtain their domain information. Based on the presence/absence of an N-terminal (TIR, CC, RPW8) or C-terminal domain (LRR) in each NBS protein, the NBS candidates were classified into eight different types, namely the following: TIR-NBS-LRR (TNL), TIR-NBS (TN), CC-NBS-LRR (CNL), CC-NBS (CN), RPW8-NBS-LRR (RNL), RPW8-NBS (RN), NBS-LRR (NL), and NBS (N). We manually checked the groups of proteins which were not reported to contain NBS domain and we removed false positives, since some of proteins from the STAND family have considerable similarity with the NBS domain, as assessed by HMM searches ([@msw154-B32]). According to the protein groups, the gene IDs of all the NBS-encoding candidates were retrieved and set as paralog/ortholog gene families (*NBS* families) for further analysis. All the functional *R* genes in PRGdb (<http://prgdb.crg.eu/>, last accessed August 7, 2016) were mapped into the families using BLAST and used as the reference gene of the family to which they matched ([@msw154-B44]).

Copy Number Variation, Genome Distribution, and Phylogeny of *NBS* Genes
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The presence/absence and copy number variation of *NBS* genes in each family were calculated by customized Perl scripts. If two *NBS* genes are separated by no more than eight other non-*NBS* genes, they are considered to be located at the same *NBS* gene cluster ([@msw154-B43]). If a cluster contains *NBS* genes from multiple different families, it was defined as a heterogeneous *NBS* cluster. If a cluster only contains *NBS* genes from one family, the cluster was defined as a homogeneous *NBS* cluster. Two adjacent *NBS* genes (not separated by other genes) in a cluster were considered as an *NBS* gene pair. Their orientations in the genome were retrieved from GFF files of each genome. If a pair contained *NBS* genes from two different families, the pair was regarded as a heterogeneous NBS pair. *NBS* sequences were aligned using MUSCLE ([@msw154-B11]) and manually modified in GeneDoc (<http://www.nrbsc.org/old/gfx/genedoc/>, last accessed August 7, 2016). Neighbor-joining trees were constructed and bootstrap values were calculated using MEGA 6.0 ([@msw154-B51]).

Prediction and Validation of miRNAs Targeting *NBS* Genes
---------------------------------------------------------

All plant miRNA hairpins and mature sequences were downloaded from miRBase ([@msw154-B22]) or prior publications. MicroRNAs targeting *NBS* genes were predicted by TargetFinder ([@msw154-B1]) and the target-matching scores were retrieved. Flanking sequence accessibility of miRNA target sites (upstream 17 nt and downstream 15 nt) was calculated by RNAup from the ViennaRNA Package 2.0 ([@msw154-B30]). MicroRNA--*NBS* interactions were selected when the matching score was ≤4 and the target accessibility was \<−20 kcal/mol. miRNAs reportedly targeting *NBS* genes in *Arabidopsis*, Medicago, soybean and spruce were retrieved from previous studies ([@msw154-B62]; [@msw154-B3]; [@msw154-B5]; [@msw154-B60]). Results in tomato and Brachypodium were validated visually in our genome browser using a phasing score \>10 for target-derived 21-nt siRNAs ([@msw154-B40]; [@msw154-B62]).

Evolutionary Analysis of miRNAs and Their Target Sites
------------------------------------------------------

The presence/absence of miRNA families was designated in a phylogenetic tree to assess their loss and gain history (see main text). All the precursors of *NBS-*targeting miRNAs were searched against a database of the *NBS* sequences that we'd retrieved, using BLAST with an *E*-value cutoff of 10^−5^ to identify homologous genes. MicroRNA hairpins which matched *NBS* genes were also searched against NCBI nr database to confirm that the best-hit genes were *NBS-LRRs* and not other genes. For example, for miRNA aly-miR472, we first search the aly-miR472 hairpin sequence against our *NBS* database using BLASTN with the *E*-value cutoff set at 10^−5^. The best hit of the aly-miR472 5′ and 3′ arms was *siri\|NBS0045* and *alyr\|NBS0176*, respectively. To make sure the best-matched coding sequence was *NBS-LRRs* but not other genes, we searched the aly-miR472 hairpin against NCBI using BLASTN with default parameters. The best hit coding gene was NM_001160857.1, which is annotated as an *NBS-LRR*. Via this analysis, we ensured that the origin of aly-miR472 was an *NBS-LRR*, and we repeated this for other miRNAs. The inverted repeats around *NBS-LRRs* in apple, cotton, Medicago, and tomato were extracted from the genome sequences. The secondary structure of the inverted repeat connecting two pairs of *NBS* genes was predicted using RNAfold ([@msw154-B30]).

Encoded P-loop motif sequences were extracted from proteins sequences derived from each *NBS* gene. The pairwise proportions of synonymous (*P*~s~) and nonsynonymous (*P*~n~) differences were calculated by SNAP (<http://www.hiv.lanl.gov>, last accessed August 7, 2016), for which the average was the synonymous and nonsynonymous nucleotide diversity defined in DnaSP ([@msw154-B27]). Sequences of miRNAs targeting *NBS* genes from each family were aligned individually and their diversified positions were detected manually. All the statistics analyses including descriptive analysis, *t*-test, and linear regression, were performed using the R package (<https://www.r-project.org/>, last accessed August 7, 2016).

Supplementary Material
======================

[Supplementary data S1--S3, tables S1--S11 and figures S1--S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw154/-/DC1) are available at *Molecular Biology and Evolution* online ([http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/](https://www.r-project.org/)).
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